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Government response to EPA Inquiry
Significant reform agenda
• Independent inquiry process with broad public 

consultation – reported in early 2016

• Government response to the EPA Inquiry 
released on 17 January 2017 with strong 
support for reform proposals

• $162.5 million committed over 5 years 

• 5 year reform program – with DELWP & EPA, 
working across Victorian Government, and 
with business, community and local 
government stakeholders

• Major overhaul of the Environment Protection 
Act – opportunity to modernise Victoria’s 
environment protection framework
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Speaking pointsInquiry undertook extensive consultation with key stakeholders and across the state, including 17 community consultation sessions and more than 200 written submissions received.Reported to Government in early 2016Government’s response to the Independent Inquiry released on 17 January 2017. There is strong support from Government for the reform directions, with the clear support for the majority of the recommendations.$162.5 million has been committed over 5 years to implement the reformsWork is now proceeding on detailed implementation of what will be a very extensive reform program – 5 year roll-out, led by DELWP and EPA, with close involvement of a number of areas of government, and with important processes for engagement and consultation with business, community and local government stakeholders.



Government Response - Rec 18
• The Government Response: to deliver an EPA 

that is more responsive to local and regional 
issues

• $4.8 million to pilot a network of Local 
Government Environment Protection Officers.
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Speaking pointsThe Government endorsed most recommendations from the MAC Inquiry, including the need for EPA to be responsive to local and regional issues.The Government committed $4.8 million to pilot or ‘test’ a new network of local EPO’s spread across the state TO BE more responsive.



Local Government OPLE Pilot
• The Inquiry found a significant gap in what issues 
councils can respond to, and what EPA are able to 
attend

• Recommended a new network of local government 
environment protection officers to address localised 
pollution and waste complaints

• Pilot program is an opportunity for the EPA to work 
more collaboratively with local governments to tackle 
smaller scale and lower complexity waste and 
pollution complaints. 
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Speaking Points A significant commitment by government in overhauling the environmental protection framework of Victoria, was to provide more resources for local protection. The Inquiry recommended that government establish a new statewide network of local government environment protection officers to address localised pollution and waste complaints relating to noise, odour, litter, small scale illegal dumping and dust. These smaller scale issues that EPA have struggled getting to in the past because they couldn’t be prioritized compared to the bigger and risky issues we needed to deal with day to day.Local response is under resourced. There is currently a significant gap in what issues councils respond to, and what EPA are able to attend, leaving a significant number of pollution complaints going unattended, frustrating our communities, reducing liveability, and allowing underperforming businesses to undercut compliant and responsible operators. The government response supports this recommendation and commits to delivering a pilot program commencing in 2017 to test the effectiveness of embedding EPA employed local environment protection officers in councils.This pilot program is an opportunity for the state government via the EPA, to work more collaboratively with local governments to tackle smaller scale and lower complexity waste and pollution complaints. 



Local Government OPLE Pilot
• Officers will be EPA employers embedded in 

councils
• Officers will be appropriately authorized under 

the EP Act
• Pilot funded for 15 months, for 10-13 councils 

through an EoI process (closed 9 June)
• Mix of urban, regional and rural councils
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Speaking pointsOfficer will be EPA employers embedded in councils, having appropriate access to the systems & tools needed to perform their role.The specifics of the arrangement will be developed through an MoU between each of the participating councils and EPA.The Officers will be appropriately authorized under the EPA Act to the level required for their role, this will essentially be a sub-set of what our current EPO’s are authorized for, and their powers will not be as powerful.The Pilot will trial for 15 months until the end of 2018, and will fund up to 10-13 councils who expressed their interest.  EoI’s closed on 9 June, and DELPW, EPA and LGV have been assessing these based on selection criteria.Ideally we would like to test the program with a mix of urban regional centres and rural councils.



Local issues
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Speaking pointsThe top issues identified, dust, noise, odour and litter. Septic tanks was another one.A lot of these issues a dealt with by councils and there is overlap with our EPA Act and their local laws or the Public Health & Wellbeing Act and what currently employed Local Environmental Health Officers do, so together it will be really important to know which is the best legislative tool to apply in each situation.What we do know is councils have been yearning for advice and guidance on all of these issues, so we are hoping to provide that in a consistent way.



• Statewide consistency

• Flexibility of OPLEs to adapt service to their 
community’s needs

• Focus on smaller scale and lower risk issues

• Clear referral pathway to EPA

• Access to relevant compliance and enforcement tools

• Focus on increased education and support for 
compliance

Key elements of program
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Speaking pointsDELWP and EPA have been engaging with key stakeholders since release of the government response and a number of key  elements which are essential to enable an effective pilot network of officers, including:The importance of statewide consistency such that OPLEs in one municipality respond similarly to similar complaints, which is important for both business and community alike. The role of EPA is highly important in this regard.Statewide consistency is balanced by allowing flexibility in how OPLEs focus their efforts in their municipality. Each municipality is unique and to be effective and responsive to community needs, OPLEs need to be enabled to be adaptive to their community’s needs.OPLEs will be focused on localised, lower risk waste and pollution complaints and the EPA will continue to be responsible for higher complexity and higher risk issues, including those on scheduled premises.  If OPLEs find that an issue they come across, or are dealing with is, or becomes, higher order then there will be a clear referral pathway to EPA.To be effective, OPLEs must have access to the right compliance and enforcement tools, so that those who breach the rules, can be held to account. As such, OPLEs will be appropriately authorised under the Environment Protection Act. OPLEs will also have a strong role in education and supporting compliance, noting that prevention is more effective than response.



OPLEs will:

• Investigate lower risk pollution regulated through EPA legislation, including commercial and 
industrial sources of noise, odour, dust, waste and litter

• Engage with local stakeholders to improve environmental compliance

• Provide technical assistance to existing council officers (e.g. application of the noise policies, or 
use of the litter provisions under s.45A of Environment Protection Act 1970)

• Take remedial action (e.g. Pollution Abatement Notices)

• Issue Litter Penalty Infringement Notices

OPLEs will not:

• Apply sanctions – cases will be escalated to EPA for action

• Inspect or investigate council-owned property or operations – these will continued to be actioned 
by EPA

• Respond to issues currently managed by Council through EHOs or planning officer responsibilities

OPLE roles and responsibilities
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Speaking pointsWhat’s out of scope?Emergency eventsSanctions (but can issue Litter PINs)Residential sources of pollutionCouncil operations e.g. landfillsTaking on duties of existing roles e.g. Council Environmental Health Officers or Planning Officers



Questions

Nicole O’Donnell, DELWP

nicole.o’donnell@delwp.vic.gov.au

Josephine Regel, EPA Victoria

josephine.regel@epa.vic.gov.au
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